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The golden prime of fairy time lies
In doubt and tears the halting years to

far from human ken, In fairy land no
join the past...go by Gold mist and cloud our
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more are planned the lives and loves of men
Day-light shroud, and darkness fills the sky
Ah!

yet by dell, or fount or well, the little people
Fair-train, renew your reign to mortals bring your

play
light

They take no thought to bring to
Once more provide for each as

naught our tangles of today,
Guide one kindly elfin sprite.
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Sostenuto  
\[ \text{\textit{in tempo piu lento}} \]

Once up - on a time _______  Life was link'd with

Sostenuto

\[ \text{\textit{cresc.}} \]

laugh - ter,  Though the heart _______ played its part

\[ \text{\textit{cresc.}} \]

mirth came rip - pling af - ter,  The love was i - deal for

fair - ies were real in fair - y - land's gold - en prime
Maid'ens were prettier, gallants were wittier, Once upon a time

Once upon a time
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